Introduction
F. S. Cater [1] and K. Witczynski [2] have proved, that any projectivity of the pappian projective plane Pi equals the product of 4 or fewer central collineations with axes lying on sides of a given triangle A. In this paper the problem of decomposition of any projectivity of Pi onto central collineations with axes and centres lying on sides of two given triangles will be discussed. (C2') all minors of the second degree of A are not zero, (C3') all minors of the first degree of A are not zero.
A3 B3 C3
If the centres of collineations }bc, !ac-> Sab lie on the given lines L\, L 2 , Z>3, then the elements aj, 0j, \j (j = 1,2,3) of the collineations matrices must satisfy the following conditions:
Remark 2. We observe that the above conditions are fulfilled by the ^0 0' special collineations: identity and elation (e.q.
It is easy to prove the following lemma 
Remark 4. In the special case, when the condition (Al) is not fulfilled, one or both of the central collineations , g^* can be elation with centres, which coincide with the point of intersection of the axes K\, K2.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we prove the lemma for the product fsc an d fac-We can assume that none of the centres of fee, Jac lies on the lines Li (i = 1,2,3). This implies that After transformation using (.01), (D2) and (E4), we obtain
where 3i i i tii € {1,2,3}, i = 1,2,3). Then 
All factors of the above equation are not zero, so at least one of (£14) is not satisfied.
Supposing (3 X ^ 0, we have proved, that the product of 2 central collinea- (1) t
maps each vertex of A to a point on the opposite side of A, (2) t maps each side to a line containing the opposite vertex of A, (3) t interchanges two sides of A, (4) t interchanges two vertices of A, (5) t maps one vertex of A to the another, and the images of the two others vertices lie on the line containing this side of A, which is opposite to the image of the first vertex.
If t is a projectivity which does not satisfy conditions (l)-(5) of Proposition 2 then the thesis of Theorem 1 is obvious (applying Lemma 1). If t satisfies at least one of conditions (l)- (5) Now we shall prove that for t satisfying one of the conditions (l)-(5) of Proposition 2 one can take such collineations /1, / 2 , /j, f\ (in (E7) ), that products /1 0 / 2 and /j 0 / 4 fulfill condition of Lemma 2. We will use the method of decomposition given in [2] . We consider only one case, the proofs of the others are similar.
Case ( Without loss of generality, we suppose that the fifth collineation /s has axis AB, so 3 4 = 81 cases should be considered.
Remark 9. All axes: AB, AC, BC must be represented in the product (£16). If one of the axes is not there, then aj = 1 or /?2 = 1 or X3 = 1» contrary to the assumption. 
